
9.1 Likely changes to OA Rules for 2019 – under discussion by technical committee

IOF rule changes which are relevant to OA rules

 Minimum control separation in sprints has been increased to 20 metres, and the start
triangle is considered a control for the purpose of that rule.

 1:15000 is no longer a permissible scale for IOF middle distance or relay events -only
1:10000 (noting that a trial of 1: 10 000 for long race WREs has been permitted by IOF)

 2 minutes is now an allowable start interval for long distance WREs

Australian Relay Championships

Addition of an additional Aust Relays age class/s for older runners M/W75A is still under debate but
unlikely to be compulsory in 2019, because there are not yet enough women to make a W75A relay
class. States can choose to additionally offer M75A or M/W55AS.

Now that the 40-minute maximum winning time for all classes is part of the rules, we intend to
prepare a suggested course-class combination table for Aust Relays.

Australian Long Championships

There has been discussion about amending Aust Long champs winning times for older age classes; in
2016 & 2017, slightly shorter Aust Long winning times were used for some classes, based partly on
the feedback received in 2016 relating to the rate at which physically difficult terrain slows down the
older age classes - but at this year’s Aust Long we conversely managed to get the courses too short
for some of the older age classes because the short hard courses used both the technically and
physically easiest part of the map area.

General consensus from discussion among the technical committee is that winning times don’t need
adjusting for Aust Long Champs but it’s important to select a suitable area, or course lengths erring
on the longer side if one can’t be found. In recent years long distance races have often had a middle
distance section in some part of the course, even though this is not part of the recommendations for
the Long profile, because short technical legs mean that route choice is not maximised.

The reason for not using the same winning times as WMOC is that the women do not want 45 min
winning times as for WMOC classes from W45 on, but want the same 50-60 minute winning times as
the men’s classes.

This discussion has prompted revision of the run-rate calculator which is in the appendices of the OA
rules; an updated version will be available for 2019, noting that this is only a guide – as is the
suggested course-class combination - and that course planners always need to consider the relative
physical and technical difficulties of their area.

Australian Middle Distance Championships

25-35 minutes is too broad a recommended range to accurately guide middle distance course
planners. Sometimes the AMDC has 23-minute winning times for some classes, which is not really
the course planners’ intent. The OA Rules will change to recommend 30-35 minutes for most classes
above M/W16; however, narrowing the range to 30-35 minutes will make it harder to achieve the
ideal winning times for every class running a course because of the diversity of classes on each
course. Therefore it is suggested that the fastest class on a course aims for a winning time of
approximately 30 minutes. The Technical Committee intends to prepare a recommended AMDC



course-class combination table for the 2019 rules, but this still requires further discussion and may
mean a greater number of courses being suggested.

Major Event Documents

There is an empty space with the heading of Major Event Guidelines (or similar) on the OA
website's Operational Manual page. We've certainly had the intention of pulling together a
universal set of event management documents for some time, but this requires a greater
time commitment than the members of the technical committee can manage and also most states
have their own sets of documents, handed down through the generations of carnival organisers who
build up a portfolio of knowledge. The question from the OA Board to those present at the OA
Conference, is whether the membership wants OA to go ahead with the Major Event Guidelines? If
so, then the starting point is to work out which documents should be resources included as part of it
and/or which exist elsewhere and can be linked to it. I hadn't ever expected that it would be one big
document, rather a folder of resources. So we definitely need to begin with an index...

MTBO Rules Update

The 2018 version of the MTBO rules has now been uploaded to the OA website. Changes mainly
reflect changes to the IOF rules, apart from the Australian initiative of allowing a class for e-bikes
(currently being trialed).
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